Elegant
Window Profile System

Uf up to
0,93
W/m2K

Windows and Doors
Elegant is a new generation of window profiling systems. Exceptional functional parameters, combined with
modern and elegant designs, break new ground in the PVC window market. Elegant’s impressive, sleek and
expressive shape meets maximum requirements in terms of size, thermal and acoustic insulation and burglary
protection. Elegant is a unique design without compromise..
www.elegant.deceuninck.com
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Elegant flush profile
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01 Glazing, up to 70 mm:
the possibility of using special, very thick glass packages characterised by the
highest thermal and acoustic parameters

10 Ecology:
the use of recycled materials in the frame and wing
- EcoPowerCore technology (EPC)

02 One-unit glazing bead: easy assembly; rectangular, strip shape facilitating the
fixing of internal blinds

11 Sleek, rebate edges, clearly marked where sharp.
Fluted effect: modern design with the appearance of aluminium

03 Rigid, matching reinforcements: stable, universal reinforcements and a
rectangular chamber finish, for increasing the stability of the profiles

12 Drip: integrated fastening of the movable post profile

04 Fittings: the option of using fittings equipped with standard surface hinges as
well as concealed hinges
05 13 mm fitting groove: special anti-burglary fittings can be installed
06 Three circumferential gaskets: maximum parameters of thermal insulation / air
permeability as well as being rain-proof.
07 20 mm glazing depth: optimal thermal insulation /prevention of condensation
08 6-chamber technology: excellent thermal insulation / Uf value up to 0.93 W/m2K

13 The technology for affixing the glazing:
the possibility of applying different ways of affixing the glazing with adhesives,
either on the edge of the glass or from the side of the shaft edge; the possibility,
also, to affix on the tape, enabling the production of elements of up to 2.60 m in
height
14 Large selection of surface finishes: the veneers available are: smooth, woody,
matt and metallic, optionally with aluminium covers
15 Harmonious façade finish: various products available for the Elegant system, such
as HST lift and slide door, façade system, PROtex 2.0 roller blind system

09 76 mm installation depth: ideal for use in new and refurbished buildings

Recycling Idea ∙ Inoutic / Deceuninck is the initiator of the Rewindo GmbH association,
which promotes the idea of recycling plastic windows subject to utilisation.
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